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Abstract
We have included a possible  definition for clinical comorbidity, differences between comorbidity and 
multimorbidity and the areas in which we can meet this concept from the perspective of the data available 
to us.
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INtRODuctION

Comorbidity is associated with poorer 
health outcomes, more complex clinical man-
agement, and increased costs for health care. 
However, there is no agreement on the mean-
ing of the term, and the related constructions, 
such as multimorbidity, morbidity burden 
and patient complexity, are not well concep-
tualized. The value of a given construct lies 
in its ability to explain a certain phenomenon 
of interest in the fields of (1) clinical care, (2) 
epidemiology or (3) health care planning and 
financing. 

Mechanisms that may underlie the coexis-
tence of 2 or more conditions in a patient (di-
rect causation, associated risk factors, hetero-
geneity, independence) are examined and the 
implications for clinical care are considered as 
well (Ritchie, 2007, Delcea C, et al 2017, 2018).

theORetIcAL AppROAch

Several definitions have been suggested 
for comorbidity based on different conceptu-
alizations of a basic concept: the presence of 
more than one distinct condition in an individ-

ual. Therefore, 4 major types of distinctions are 
made: (1) the nature of the health condition, (2) 
the relative importance of the conditions that 
appear, (3) the chronology of the presentation 
of the conditions and (4) extended conceptual-
izations. (Fortin, 2007)

Differentiating the nature of conditions is 
essential for conceptualizing comorbidity, be-
cause the simultaneous occurrence of poorly 
defined entities can signal a problem with their 
own classification system. For example, some 
would argue that depression and anxiety are 
not separate entities but are part of a spectrum 
and, if so, patients with both should not be clas-
sified as having comorbidity. (Valderas, 2009)

CONCLUSION
In psychiatry there would be a particular 

example of multimorbidity, in which two 
distinct disorders coexist, without any implicit 
ordering, for example, severe mental illness 
and substance abuse. 
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